Greetings, Music Faculty!
I hope you’ve all had a great semester and academic year. If you leave campus for festivals or vacation, please remember we’ll still be just a click or two away! Interlibrary Loan’s Document Delivery system is your best friend when you need an article or book chapter scanned for you. Click Ask a Librarian for additional options to reach librarians in Bracken.

Our new Subject Guide for Music Terminology can help you read scores printed with unfamiliar German, French or Italian words. Feel free to suggest additions or corrections.
I hope to see you all soon. -Amy Edmonds

Software for Your Projects

In addition to Finale music notation software, the University Libraries’ computers offer Audacity, Adobe Audition, and GarageBand for audio editing. If you have a video to edit, you can use Sony DVD Architect Studio, Sony Vegas Movie Studio Pro, Windows Movie Maker, Adobe Prelude, or Adobe Premier. Music Collection Coordinator Addison Smith will be happy to help you get started with unfamiliar software.

Use the Libraries’ Software Locator to find out which computers have the program you need: http://www.bsu.edu/libraries/swsearch/

Kanopy Streaming Video Service

Kanopy is a video streaming subscription service that includes academic videos on many topics. Among the 565 videos about music include documentaries by PBS and other producers, feature films, performances by major opera companies, and series such as the “Great Courses” videos. (See Page 2 for selected titles)

Look for Kanopy on the Libraries’ Databases page or go to: http://bsu.kanopy.com

Features of Kanopy:
- You can embed a clip in your Blackboard course management system, an email, or your web site.
- You can create playlists.
- Includes transcripts for most videos.
- Most videos have closed captioning.
- Videos come with performance rights for class or public viewing.
- Videos have permanent URLs for citations.

Bracken Library Phone Numbers:

Music Collection
765-285-8188

Main Circulation Desk
765-285-5143

Amy Edmonds, Music Librarian
765-285-3065

Reference Desk
765-285-1101
**Rolling Stones: Blue & Lonesome**

After over sixty years in the music industry, The Rolling Stones return to their Chicago blues roots with *Blue & Lonesome*. The album honors the old-time Chicago blues legends who influenced the bad boys of rock in their formative years. Harmonica player “Little Walter” Jacobs wrote three of the songs that Mick Jagger wails on the harmonica. Eric Clapton joins them on “Everybody Knows About My Good Thing” and “I Can’t Quit You Baby.” The band used very primitive recording equipment to produce a rough sound that takes you back in time.

*Compact Disc 22933*

**Hamilton: Vocal Selections**

Miranda. Hamilton: An American Musical

M1508 M57 H3 2016

This volume contains seventeen selections for voice and piano, with a biography of Lin-Manuel Miranda.

**Streaming Videos of Interest (Kanopy)**

Beatles. *A Hard Day’s Night*

Broadway Musicals: *A Jewish Legacy*

Chulas Fronteras

Discovering Franco Zefferelli

Fela Kuti: *Music is the Weapon*

Glinka Quartet Master Class

Guitarra! *The Guitar in Spain*

How to Run a School Concert

International Sweethearts of Rhythm (Channel 4, U.K.)

John Cage: *I Have Nothing to Say and I Am Saying It* (1990)

Meredith Monk: Inner Voice

Monteverdi. *L’Orfeo* (Jordi Savall, 2002)

Music and the Brain (Great Courses, 18-part series)

Songs of Freedom: Musician and Activist Paul Robeson

Speak the Music: Robert Mann

Stranger Fruit: Biography of a Song

Thug Immortal: Tupac Shakur

**New via Naxos Music Library Online (selections):**

2 Cellos. Score Sony 88644594495

Bach, C.P.E. Chamber Music for Clarinet Brilliant BC95307

Bolcom. Piano Rags Steinway Steinway30041

Electronic Music of Russia Melodiya 190374714563

Français. Clarinet Music Paladino PMR0074

Franck. Organ Music Gia GIACD-272

Hidgon. Viola Concerto; Oboe Concerto Naxos 8559823

Mahler. Das Lied von der Erde Sony 886446165264

Medtner Plays Medtner, vol. 1 Melodiya MELCD1002200

Mozart in the Jungle, Season 3 Sony 886446200620

Orff. Die Kluge, an opera Berlin Classics 885470007939

Natural Sounds of Nature. Tropical Waterfall with Rainforest Paradise PMCD0319

The Luciano Pavarotti Story Decca 00028947581772

Music from SEAMUS Seamus EAM-9301

Stimme der Synagoge Bella Musica 884463877887

Ullmann. Songs Supraphon SU3284-2

Verdi. Don Carlo Decca 00028947525226

Weinberg. Violin Sonatas Naxos 8572320-21

Ysaye. Six Sonatas for Solo Violin Zimmer. The Classics Sony 88644824049

**Featured Additions:**

**Art Imitates Art Imitating Life**

New via Naxos Music Library:
The soundtrack of the third season of Amazon’s original series, *Mozart in the Jungle*. The series follows the lives and performances of classical musicians in New York.

In one episode, an opera diva portrayed by actress Monica Bellucci lip-syncs an aria by real-life composer Nico Muhly to the audio of real-life opera diva Ana Maria Martinez. Muhly composed the aria for the series’ fictitious opera based on the life of teenager Amy Fisher, a.k.a. the “Long Island Lolita,” who shot the wife of her auto mechanic lover Joey Buttafuoco in 1992, and served seven years in prison for her crime.

Will Muhly be inspired to flesh out the role into a full-length opera? We shall see…

*Read about it* in the New York Times (via Lexis/Nexis Academic: log in required from off campus)

**New via Naxos Music Library Online (selections):**

2 Cellos. Score Sony 88644594495

Bach, C.P.E. Chamber Music for Clarinet Brilliant BC95307

Bolcom. Piano Rags Steinway Steinway30041

Electronic Music of Russia Melodiya 190374714563

Français. Clarinet Music Paladino PMR0074

Franck. Organ Music Gia GIACD-272

Hidgon. Viola Concerto; Oboe Concerto Naxos 8559823

Mahler. Das Lied von der Erde Sony 886446165264

Medtner Plays Medtner, vol. 1 Melodiya MELCD1002200

Mozart in the Jungle, Season 3 Sony 886446200620

Orff. Die Kluge, an opera Berlin Classics 885470007939

Natural Sounds of Nature. Tropical Waterfall with Rainforest Paradise PMCD0319

The Luciano Pavarotti Story Decca 00028947581772

Music from SEAMUS Seamus EAM-9301

Stimme der Synagoge Bella Musica 884463877887

Ullmann. Songs Supraphon SU3284-2

Verdi. Don Carlo Decca 00028947525226

Weinberg. Violin Sonatas Naxos 8572320-21

Ysaye. Six Sonatas for Solo Violin Zimmer. The Classics Sony 88644824049

**Streaming Videos of Interest (Kanopy)**

Beatles. *A Hard Day’s Night*

Broadway Musicals: *A Jewish Legacy*

Chulas Fronteras

Discovering Franco Zefferelli

Fela Kuti: *Music is the Weapon*

Glinka Quartet Master Class

Guitarra! *The Guitar in Spain*

How to Run a School Concert

International Sweethearts of Rhythm (Channel 4, U.K.)

John Cage: *I Have Nothing to Say and I Am Saying It* (1990)

Meredith Monk: Inner Voice

Monteverdi. *L’Orfeo* (Jordi Savall, 2002)

Music and the Brain (Great Courses, 18-part series)

Songs of Freedom: Musician and Activist Paul Robeson

Speak the Music: Robert Mann

Story of the Blues: From Blind Lemon to B.B. King

Strange Fruit: Biography of a Song

Thug Immortal: Tupac Shakur

**These are just some of the new titles added to the collection. Check http://liblink.bsu.edu/newlist/latest.html for complete listings**
Selected New Print Materials:

New Books in the General Collection:
Cabrera, Nolan. Whiteness in Higher Education: The Invisible Missing Link in Diversity and Racial Analyses
HT1575 .C33 2017
Fries. Digital Audio Essentials
TK5105.B863 .F75 2005
Santos-Green & Banas, eds. Flipped College Classroom: Conceptualized and Re-Conceptualized
LB 1027.23 .FS82 2017
Crisp, et. al. Mentoring Undergraduate Students
LB2343 .C75 2017

New Book in the Music Collection:
Humphrey, David. Golden Years of Rock and Roll in the Hoosier State
ML3534.3 .H86 2016

New Scores in the Music Collection:
Barret. Chansonette, for clarinet & piano
M250 .B37 C5 1942
Cui, Mussorgskri, Rimskii-Korsakov, and Borodin. Mlada: Scenes from a Collaborative Opera-Ballet
M2 .R2384 v.67
Fasch. Sonata in C for Bassoon or Cello
M254 .F37 FWV N:C1 2008
Fauré. Complete Shorter Works for Cello
M229 .F38 C6 2015
Rolla. Three Duets for Violin and Violoncello
M287 .R59 BI.242-244 2006
Rossini. Elisabetta Regina d’Inghilterra
M3 .R677 sez. 15 vols. 1-2 & commentary
Salieri. Plenary Mass in C
M2 .R2381 v.103
Stalvey. Points-Lines-Circles
M685.S73 P6 1978

Selected New Compact Discs:
Classic Folk Songs for Kids: The Smithsonian Collection
Compact Disc 22960
Charlie Puth. Nine Track Mind
Compact Disc 22898
Ecos de Borinquen. El Alma de Puerto Rico
Compact Disc 22962
Lady Gaga. Joanne
Compact Disc 22899
Woody Guthrie. Roll Columbia: 26 Northwest Songs
Compact Disc 22961
Mississippi Heat. Cab Driving Man
Compact Disc 22950

Focus on: Korean Popular Music
“K-Pop” began when an American-educated music producer founded the SM Entertainment Label, supported by its own school to train young popular entertainers in Seoul. Other producers and labels followed. Korean television dramas shown across Asia have popularized the songs featured on soundtracks, and American audiences have discovered Asian music via interest in animé. Boy Bands and Girl Groups have predominated but some members have become soloists, such as G-Dragon of BigBang. Lyrics often include English words, adding to the genre’s appeal. Record labels have capitalized on fandom by designing collectible and innovative CD packaging. Check these out from the Music Collection:
2PM. No. 5 (package resembles password-protected door handle)
Compact Disc 22630
Exo. Miracles in December (package includes stand-up cardboard snow globe)
Compact Disc 21981
f(x): Pink Tape (package resembles a VHS tape)
Compact Disc 21959
iKON. Debut Full Album (includes photos of band members on collectible cards)
Compact Disc 22805
Psy. No. 6 (package is cylindrical and includes CD-shaped cards with lyrics for each song)
Compact Disc 21333
SHINee. Odd (package includes a book of photos)
Compact Disc 22640
Super Junior: Mr. Simple (package is LP size)
Compact Disc 20809